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ABSTRACT
An analysis
of n + ‘e’Au reactions
haa been completed
for
incident
neutron
energies
between 0.01 and 20 PleV. The amlyais
involves
use of a deformed
optical
model to calculate
neutron
transmission
coefficient.,
a giant-dipole-resonance
model and experimental
data to determine
gamma-ray transmission
coefficients,
and Hauser-Feshbach
statistical
theory
to calculate
partial
reaction
cross
eections,
Particular
●mphasis was given to obtaining
gamma-rby
~trength
functions
that
are consistent
with
specural
measurements
of gamma-ray emission
between E = 0.2 and 20 ?leV by
Morgan and Newman,l while at the same time re~uiring
agreement with
(n,y) and (n,xn) cross-section
data.
THEORETICALCALCULATIONS
‘l’he deformed optical
❑odel parametrization
by Delaroche2
was
utilized
in our analyais.
This parametrization
8ives
ment with neutron
total
cross-section
measurements
on Ie!;;db:;::::
10 keV and 27 MeV, ●lastic
(n)n) angular
distributions
near 5 MeV,
and, making use of isospin
relationships,
lg7Au(p,p)
elastic
scattering
angular
di~tributions
at 13,d and 55 MeV. The coupled-channel cede ECIS3 was used for our deformed
optical
mod~l calculations.
The lowest three states
of the l~7Au gr$und a$ate rotational
band were coupled in the calculation
(J = 3/2 , 5/2 , 7/2
at. E =
O, 279, 548 keV, respectively).
Neutron transmission
coefficie~ts
were ;alculated
to 20 MeV with ECIS and were collapsed
to a form
dependi[lg
only
on incident
neutron
energy
and orbital
angular
momentum for uae in Hauser-Feshbach
calculations.
The Hauser-F’eshbach
statistical
theory
calculations
were performed with the COMNUC4and GNASH6 reaction
theory codes.
The COMNUC cross
section
calculations
include
width-fluctuation
corrections,
and the GNASHcalculations
inimportant
at lower energies,
corporate
preequilibrium
effects,
which beco~e significant
at higher energies.
COMNUCwas u~ed to calculate
all cross sections
below
3 MeV, whereas
GNASHwas used for cross nections
above 2 Me’; and
for
all
spectra
calculations.
Loth cod~s hse the Gilbert
and
Cameron6 level
density
formulation
and the Cook’ tabulation
of level density
parameters,
modified
slightly
as described
below.
A
information
on discrete
energy
❑aximum amount
of experimental
ievels
was incorporated
into
the calculations,
and the constant
temperature
part
of
the Gilbert
and Cameron level
density
was
matched to the discrete
level data for each residual
nucleus
in the
analysis,
Gamma-ray transmission
coefficients
were calculated
from El
A gi
t-dipole-retionance
ahapea with
and Ml strength
@ncticma.
= 5 lleV9 was used for the Ml
the parameters
E
= 8 MeV and P
functio!.
For radiativ ~ capture
strength
the shape of the El

strength
function
was determined
for E < 8 MeV by trial-and-error
calculation
of the lg7Au(n,y)
spectrumymeasurements
of Morgan and
PleV. A second El strength
Newmani at E = 0,2-0.6
function
was
similarly
determined
from the measured (n,n’y)
spectrum at E = 6-7
MeV. Above E = 8 I’feV, the empirically
determined
El s!rength
functions
wereyjoined
to a giant-dipole-resonance
shape.
The normalizations
of the strength
functions
were determined
with the relationship
;:y:

00

=

~Bn[fE~ (Ey) + fM1(Ey) ] E;P(Bn

- Ey)dEy

where f (E ) are the gamma-ray strength
functions,
B is the neuga%na-ray width
tron bin‘&”ln~ energy of lgaAu, <r > is the average
(= 0.122 eV), 10 and <D > is theymean s-wave resonanca
spacing
(=
16.2 eV).1°
Based on ?he review by Lone,g the ratio
rM1/(rM1 +
rEl) = 0.12 was assumed in the calculations.
The level
density
parameter
‘a’ for lg8Au was taken from the
Cook tabulation,g
Cook’s values
were slightly
modified
(within
t
15%) for 197Au and 1*6Au to concurrently
optimize
sgreement
with
higher
energy measuremelJts
of neutron
emission
spectra,
(n,2n) and
(n,3n)
cross sections,
and the gamma-ray emission
spectra.
At 14
MeV a preequilibrium
fraction
of 33% wan used in the analysis.
RESULTS
The El gamma-ray strength
functions
that
resulted
from this
analysis
are compared in Fig, 1 with values
inferred
from experiet al.13
The
ments by Joly et al., 11 Loper et al., ‘2 and Veyssiere
present
curve is quite
similar
to one also obtained
from Mor”an’s
datal
by Kitazawa14
using different
neutron
transmission
coeffiThe two strength
functions
cients
and level
density
parameters,
obtained
in our analysis
of the (n)y) and (n,n’y)
measurements
are
quite
similar,
differing
mainly at the sho~lder
near E = 5-6 MeV.
While this
difference
is
not large,
significantly
imp~oved agreement with the higher
energy data was obtained
with the (n,n’y)
F1
This strength
function
wtia
also used in the
strength
function.
(n,2ny)
and (n,3ny)
calculations,
section
from E = 0.01-20
197Au(n,y) 198Au cross
The resulting
MeV is compared with a selection
of experimental
data a~d with the
(with re~onance
structure
averaged
out)
in
ENDF/B-V evaluationi5
The pronounced
peak in ~he theoretical
cross section
near
Fig. 2.
= 12 MeV results
from inclusion
of a semi-direct
component,i8
‘R
w ich is necessary
to reproduce
the data near 14 MeV.
The calculated
gamma-ray emission
tipectra
are compared in Fig.
3 with Morgan and Newman’s data at two neutron
energies
not inThe left
volved
in extracting
the gamma-ray strength
functions.
nide of Fig. 3 illustrates
the calculated
and measured data at E =
the spectrum resufts
1.0-1.5
MeV. Above E = 1.5 MeV, of course,
and the agreement
is seen to be
entirely
from radiati%e
capture,
reasonably
Mood. The results
for E = 14-!7 MeV are shown in the
In this
casen the ~pec!trum ia due moinly to
right
side of Fig. 3.

-.

to (n,2ny)
reactions,
with a smaller
Again,
within
the
(n,n’y)
present.
the agreement
ia reasonable.
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but appreciable
accuracy
of the

❑ixture
of
experiment,
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Fig. 1. El y-ray stren th functiona inferred
from 19 ! Au(n,y)
198Au ●nd 1g7Au(n,n’y)
‘g’Au
measurements.

2. Measured ●?d calculated
i@8Au cross sections
19 Au(n,y)
from 10 keV to 20 MeV. The dotted curve is ENDF/B-V,
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3. y-ray emission
spectra
for n + 197Au reactiona
are the pres?nt
1.5 MeV and 14-17 MeV. The hictogram~

with E = 1calcul~tions.

o

CONCLUSIONS
The deformed optical
model and Hauser-Feshbach
statistical
theory
calculations
and” gamma-ray strength
function
formulations
described
here adequatel g represent
available
neutron-induced
ganma-ray measurements
on 1 ‘Au between E = 0.01 and 20 MeV. Although not presented
here,
the calculations
also reproduce
measurements of the neutron
total,
(n,2n),
and (n,3n) cross sections
as
well aa neutron
emission
spectra
from 14-kieV neutron
reactions.
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